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Adam Smith, x–xi, 2, 332–3
affine transform of a power function, 235
annual growth rates, and long-term growth rates, 157
arbitrage

about arbitrage, 293–4
definition, 293
effects on financial markets, 294
equilibrium with overvalued assets, 297–8

arbitragers actions, 297–8
investors behaviour, 298

equilibrium with undervalued assets,
295–7

arbitrageurs actions, 295–6
investors behaviour, 296–7

risk and uncertainty, 298–300
Arrow, Kenneth, 332

Beltrami equation, 191
Bernouilli, Johan

Bernouilli’s problem, 178–9
differential equation, 39–40

biosphere depreciation, economic growth, and the
welfare of society, 15–16

Bottero, 1
brachistochrone problem, 189–94

calculus of variations, 184–7
applied to optimal growth, 211–16
Dorfmanian derivations, 206–9
with Euler equation, for optimal growth,

212–13
Lagrange’s argument, 179–83
and Pontryagin maximum principle, 201–2
with Ramsey equation, for optimal growth,

213–16
alternative derivations in future value, 216
finite horizon approach, 215–16
infinite horizon approach, 214–15
very short time interval approach, 214

capital
depreciation of, and the growth process,

29
as a factor of production, 29–30

capital share at time 0 (δ), 95, 106–8

capital valuation and the economic growth model,
282–7

evaluating one unit of capital, 283–4
Fisher equation, 284–7

valuation of assets from, 285–7
future value of a dollar invested in a capital good,

282–3
capital-augmenting technical progress, 55
capital-labour ratio r, and the equation of motion of

the economy, 38–43
capital-labour substitution and economic growth, no

technical progress, 114–33
about capital-labour substitution and σ , 114–15
(CES) function in a growth model, 115–29
cost function derivation with capital and

labour-augmenting progress, 154–5
elasticity of substitution σ at work, 129–33

capital-labour substitution and economic growth,
with technical progress, 133–45

about labour-augmenting technical progress, 135–7
about technical progress effects, 133–4
asymptotic growth when σ ≥ 1, 137–9
asymptotic growth when σ < 1, 139–45
broader significance of σ with economic growth,

152–4
change of σ compared to technical progress, 145
theorems for the effect of technical progress,

134–5
central model of optimal growth theory, 234–6
centrally and poor countries, 329–30

absence of equality of chances, 330
closed economies, 329
effects of broken growth process, 329–30
stability of systems, 330
see also planning, problems with

Child, 1
Cobb-Douglas function, 35–6, 78, 82–3, 95–6
competitive equilibrium

and growth in disequilibrium, 312
and optimal savings rate, 304–5

constant elasticity of substitution (CES), applications
where σ = 0, 1, or ∞, 94–6

capital share at time 0 (δ), 95
Cobb-Douglas production function (σ = 1), 95–6
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linear function (σ = ∞), 96
Walras-Leontief production function (σ = 0),

96
constant elasticity of substitution (CES), determining,

83–6
about determining CES, 83
identifying constant α, 85–6
identifying constant β, 86

constant elasticity of substitution (CES), as a general
mean, 90–113

about CES as a general mean, 90–1
about order of the mean p, 90–2
general mean of order p concept, 92–4

arithmetic mean, 92
definition, 92
fundamental property of general means,

94
geometric mean, 93
harmonic mean, 92
when p tends to +∞ and −∞, 93–4

constant elasticity of substitution (CES), in a growth
model, 115–29

cost of producing one unit of national product
theorem, 118

σ as an efficiency indicator, 115–16
equilibrium/disequilibrium and income per person,

118–29
Klump and La Grandville theorems, 116–18

proofs, 117–18
and miracle growth in Japan/South Asian

countries, 116
constant elasticity of substitution (CES), qualitative

behaviour as σ changes, 97–111
economic interpretation of the coefficient δ, 106–8
income per person as a function of σ , 108–11
income per person as a function of r, 103–6

case 0 < σ 1, 104
case σ > 1, 104–6

opening up of the surface Fσ (K, L), 97–103
consumer price indexes, 11
consumers’ surplus, 19–21
continuously compounded yearly growth rate,

161
cost function derivation with capital and

labour-augmenting progress, 154–5

demand
definition, 16
factor demand concept, 74

democracy, and standards of living, 14
demographic growth, Ibn Khaldun on, 334
depreciation of capital, and the growth process,

29
derivative concept, 58
differential equations, first-order, 63–5

solution in definite form, 65
solution in indefinite form, 63–4

Dorfmanian/Dorfman’s methods for the maximum
principle, 202–6

about Dorfmanian, 199–200
deriving the Euler equation from economic

reasoning, 205–6
deriving high-order equations of the calculus of

variations
first extension, 206–7
second extension, 207–8
additional extensions, 208–9

first derivation, 202–4
origin of, xii
using a modified Hamiltonian, 204–5

e (base of natural logarithms), economic
interpretation, 275–6

economic activity see income as a measure of
economic activity

economic growth and capital labour substitution see
capital-labour substitution and economic
growth

economic growth, a simple model, 31–54
equation of motion of the economy, 38–44
fundamental equation of positive, or descriptive

growth theory, 39
growth of population, 38
hypotheses

regarding investment behaviour, 38
regarding the production function, 31–7

production functions and stability analysis, 45–54
profit maximization, 34
speed of convergence toward equilibrium, 44–5
technical progress, 38
see also production functions

economic growth, and the welfare of society, 3–28
biosphere depreciation issues, 15–16
income as a measure of economic activity, 3–12
income per person, 3
income per person as a welfare measure, 12–15

elasticity concept, 58–63
and derivatives, 58
elasticity from graphs, 60–1
elasticity of power functions, 59–60
elasticity of some common functions, 60
growth rates and elasticities, 62–3
partial elasticity, 62

elasticity of substitution σ , 74–82
as an efficiency indicator, 115–16
broader significance with economic growth, 152–4
and the curvature of an isoquant, 78
definition, 76
geometrical representation, 76–8

average curvature, 78
curvature at a point, 78

income distribution links, 82–3
and motivation, 74–6
and optimal savings, effects of, 316–19
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elasticity of substitution σ (cont.)
properties/proofs for production function

homogeneous of degree one
dependency on capital-labour ratio, 80
dependency on marginal product of capital,

79–80
wage rate issues, 81–2

see also capital-labour substitution and economic
growth; constant elasticity of substitution
(CES)

elasticity of substitution σ at work, 129–33
effect of increasing σ on equilibrium income per

person, 131–3
how σ can boost an economy, 130–1

sensitivity of income per person to change, 131
elasticity of substitution σ estimates from OECD

countries, 145–52
from annual cross country regressions, 146–7
with technical progress, 147–52
time-series estimates, 146–7

environmental issues, and GDP, 13
equation of motion of the economy, 38–44

Bernoulli differential equation, 39–40
capital-labour ratio r, 38–43
deriving, 39–43
economic interpretation, 43–4
fundamental equation of positive, or descriptive

growth theory, 39
fundamental property, 38–9
phase diagrams, 40–1

equilibrium interest rate, 265
equilibrium point, 18–19
equilibrium price, 18
equilibrium/disequilibrium and income per person,

118–29
about changing incomes per person, 118–20
effects of ever decreasing income per person,

127–9
effects of limiting share capital and income per

person growth, 127
Pitchford constant mδ(σ ), 119–23
threshold value of σ generating permanent growth,

124–7
without technical progress, 125

threshold value of savings/investment leading to
permanent growth, without technical
progress, 126

Euler’s equation/theorem, 33–4, 178–84
applied to derive optimal growth, 212–13
basic arguments, 178–83
Bernouilli’s problem, 178–9
calculus of variations mathematics, 179–83
derivation with Dorfmanian, 205–6
Euler-Lagrange non-differential equation, 184
fundamental properties, 183–4

exponential utility functions and optimal
growth/saving rate, 249–56

factor demand
concept, 74
functions, 75–6

factors of production, capital and labour, 29–30
Fisher equation, 284–7, 299

valuation of assets from, 285–7
Fisher-Solow equation, 302, 304
fixed prices issues, 18–19
forward interest rate

fundamental properties, 267, 281–2
and interest rate compounding, 272–3
and spot rate, 267

Gaxotte, Pierre, 1
general means see constant elasticity of substitution

(CES), as a general mean
gross domestic product (GDP)

about the GDP, 4, 8
GDP to national income, 8–9
and the gross national product (GNP), 8, 9
and the growth process, 29
implicit GDP deflator, 12

gross national product (GNP), 8, 9
and the net national product (NNP), 8, 9

growth factors, 9–10
expenditure growth factors, 10–11

growth of population, and the production function, 38
growth process, 29–73

intuitive approach, 29–31
technical progress issues, 54–8

growth rate, long-term, as a random variable, 156–73
about long-term growth rates, 156–8
application to the US economy, 169–70
see also yearly growth rates

growth rates and elasticities, 62–3
growth theory, positive growth theory outlined, 1–2

Hahn, Frank, 332
Harrod-Domar, or Walras-Leontief evolution of

income per person, 48–52
homogeneous functions, properties of, 33–7

average and marginal productivities, 35–7
Cobb-Douglas function, 35–6
Euler’s theorem, 33–4
homogeneity of degree one, 34–7

Ibn Khaldun, 1–2, 332–3
conclusions from, 349–50
five fundamental factors, 333–40

1. demographic growth, 334
2. technical progress, 334
3. search for individual profit, 334–5
4. principle of private property, 335–8
5. soundness of political and legal institutions,

338–40
on political and legal institutions, 338–40

implicit GDP deflator, 12
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income distribution, links to elasticity of substitution,
82–3

income as a measure of economic activity, 3–12
about income as a measure, 3–4
approaches, 5–8

expenditure approach, 4–5
income approach, 5
input-output table, 5–8
output (value added) approach, 5

gross domestic product, (GDP), 4
and national income, 8–9

income generated/distributed in the economy,
4

national income at current and at constant prices,
9–12

output generated by activities, 4
and produced goods and services, 3–4

income per person evolution
Cobb-Douglas case, 48
Robert Solow analysis (third case), 52–4
Walras-Leontief, or Harrod-Domar case, 48–52

income per person as a measure of standard of living,
3

income per person as a measure of welfare,
12–15

degree of democracy issues, 14
environmental damage issues, 13
expenditures to be excluded from GDP, 12–13

decided with consent, 13
decided without consent, 12–13

ranking, use of, 14
value of as a measure, 13–15
working conditions issues, 13

infinite time horizon, (in)significance of, 314–15
inflation, and interest rates, 264
Inquiry into the Nature and the Causes of the Wealth

of Nations, Adam Smith, x–xi, 2, 332–3
interest rate compounding, 266–82

about continuous compounding, 266–7
e (base of natural logarithms), economic

interpretation, 275–6
forward rate

with discrete and continuous compounding,
267–70

and spot rate, 267, 272–3
instantaneous forward rate, 270
log x, economic interpretation, 277–81
second order approximations, 269
spot rate

continuously compounded, 270–5
definition, 271
fundamental properties, 267, 281–2
spot rate curve, 276

time span issues, 268–9
total return, continuously compounded, 273–5
total return/spot rate/forward rate relationship,

274–5

interest rates, 263–6
about interest rates, 263
competitive equilibrium, 266
equilibrium interest rate, 265
and inflation, 264
level of fixing, 265–6
reasons for interest rates, 264–6
see also capital valuation and the economic growth

model; interest rate compounding
investment behaviour of society, 38

Japan, miracle growth in, 116

Klump and La Grandville theorems on CES, 116–18

labour, as a factor of production, 29–30
labour-augmenting technical progress, 55
Lagrangians, 75
legal institutions, Ibn Khaldun on, 338–40
Leibniz formula, 187–9
loanable funds market, competitive equilibrium level,

266
log x, economic interpretation, 277–81
lognormal distributions/variables, 159–63
long-term growth rate see growth rate, long-term, as a

random variable

Maple 9 software program, 223
maximum principle see Dorfmanian/Dorfman’s

methods for the maximum principle;
Pontryagin maximum principle

Mo Tzu principle, 349–50
moment generating functions, 170–1
monopolies, Ibn Khaldun on, 336
motivation, 74–82

see also elasticity of substitution σ

multiple equilibrium points, 45–6
Muqaddimah, Ibn Khaldun, 1–2, 332–3

national income at current and at constant prices,
9–12

and consumer price indexes, 11
and expenditure growth factors, 10–11
and growth factors, 9–10
implicit GDP deflator, 12
inter-country comparisons, 12
and a rising cost of living, 11
total consumption measurement, 11

national income from GDP, 8–9
neoclassical economy stability theorem, 47–8
net domestic product, and the growth process, 29–30
net national product (NNP), 8–9

OECD countries, optimal savings issues, 319
optimal growth applications, traditional approaches,

210–32
calculus of variations approach, 211–16
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optimal growth applications (cont.)
Pontryagin maximum principle approach, 216–18
simplified presentation, 211
see also Optimal time path implied by the Ramsey

rule
optimal growth and the optimal savings rate,

233–58
about optimal savings policies, 233–4
central model of optimal growth theory, 234–6
exponential utility function issues, 249–56
power utility functions

consequences of use, 236–49
questioning the relevance of, 247–9

utility functions
affine transform of a power function,

235
negative exponentials, 236

optimal growth theory, 177–98
about optimal growth, 177–8
Beltrami equation, 191
brachistochrone problem, 189–94
calculus of variations, 184–7
Dorfman’s methods for the maximum principle,

202–5
Leibniz formula, 187–9
necessary/sufficient conditions for maximum,

184–7
Pontryagin maximum principle, 199–202
Takayama’s theorem, 185–6, 194–5
see also Euler’s equation/theorem

optimal growth/time paths examined, 239–45
optimal path for the economy

and changes in the elasticity of substitution,
316–19

and changes in the rate of technical progress,
316–19

and consequences for our future, 312–19
infinite time horizon, (in)significance of, 314–15
optimal time path of capital, 313

optimal savings, 301–22
about optimal savings, 301, 319
and growth in disequilibrium, 312
and the OECD countries, 319
and the risk premium of the economy, 311–12
see also optimal path for the economy; savings rate

from competitive equilibrium
optimal savings rate

derived from optimal growth, 303–8
competitive equilibrium issues, 304–5
Fisher-Solow equation, 304
and population growth rate, 307–8

a geometric construction, 308–9
sensitivity to parameter changes, 309–11
see also optimal growth and the optimal savings

rate
Optimal time path implied by the Ramsey rule,

218–30

concavity of the production function, 220, 222
Maple 9 software program, 223
second-order differential equation in Kt, 218–19
system of first-order differential equations in Kt

and Ct, 219–24
phase diagrams, 220–1

utility function experiment, 224–30

phase diagrams
equation of motion of the economy, 40–1
system of non-linear first order differential

equations, 220–1
Pitchford constant mδ(σ ), 119–23
planning, problems with, 323–31

basic issues, 323–4
consequences of planning, 324–9

black markets, 328–9
rationing, 327–8
selling at fixed price, 324–7
selling at low price, 327–9

see also centrally planned economies
political institutions, Ibn Khaldun on, 338–40
Pontryagin maximum principle, 199–202

about the principle, 199–200
and the calculus of variations, 201–2
optimal growth applications

Dorfmanian approach, 218
Hamiltonian approach, 217

principle in simplest form, 200–1
poor countries see centrally planned economies and

poor countries
positive growth theory outline, 1–2
power functions

affine transform of, 235
elasticity of, 59–60

power utility functions, and optimal growth/saving
rate, 236–49

basic principles, 236–9
Euler-Lagrange method, 237–9
optimal growth/time paths examined, 239–45
optimal trajectories, 244–5
questioning the relevance of, 247–9
steady state issues, 245–51
time-autonomous problems, 237

private property, Ibn Khaldun on, 335–8
about private property, 335–6
transgressions

excessive taxation, 337–8
monopolies, 336–7
slavery, 336
consequences of, 338

producers’ surplus, 19–21
production functions, 31–7

about the production function, 31
average productivities, 35
geometric construction, 31–3

homogeneity of degree one, 32–7
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marginal productivities, 35–7
profit maximizing, 34
properties of homogeneous functions, 33–7

production functions and stability analysis, 45–54
evolution of income per person

Cobb-Douglas case, 48
Robert Solow analysis (third case), 52–4
Walras-Leontief, or Harrod-Domar case, 48–52

multiple equilibrium points, 45–6
neoclassical economy stability theorem, 47–8
unstable equilibrium point theorem, 46–7

profit motive, individual profit, search for
about the profit motive, 341
advantages from technical progress, 343–5
consequences of suppressing popular communes,

341–3
Ibn Khaldun on, 334
Smith, Adam on, 335

Ramsey equation, used to derive optimal growth,
213–16

rental rate, 74–6
risk and uncertainty, 298–300

and the Fisher equation, 299
risk premium of the economy, 311–12
risk premiums, 299–300
risk-free rate, 299–300
see also arbitrage

Rosenthal, Franz, 333

savings rate from competitive equilibrium, 302–3
Fisher-Solow equation, 302
savings rate definition, 303
see also optimal savings

slavery, Ibn Khaldun on, 336
Smith, Adam, x–xi, 2, 332–3

conclusions from, 349–50
proof of his conjecture, 345–8

theorem from, 348
society’s surplus, 21
Solow growth model/analysis, 259–61

Analysis, 38–43, 48–58
Relationship with Fisher equation: 259–61

South Asian countries, miracle growth in, 116
spot interest rate

continuously compounded, 270–5
fundamental properties, 267, 281–2
spot rate curve, 276

stability analysis see production functions and
stability analysis

Sully, 1
supply, definition, 16
supply and demand

curves drawn together, 17
law of, 16–18

surpluses
consumers’ surplus, 19–20
producers’ surplus, 19–21
society’s surplus, 21

Tâhir b. al-Husayn letter, 339–40, 349
Takayama’s theorem, 185–6, 194–5
taxation, Ibn Khaldun on, 336
technical progress

advantages to society, 343–5
effect of changes, 316–19
Ibn Khaldun on, 334
and the production function, 38

technical progress, and the growth process,
54–8

capital-augmenting progress, 55
labour-augmenting progress, 55
sustained growth, 115
see also capital-labour substitution and economic

growth, with technical progress
time-dependent differential equations,

58
total consumption measurement, 11
total return, continuously compounded, 273–5,

277
Toynbee, Arnold, 1

uncertainty see risk and uncertainty
unified approach, 259–348

about the unified approach, 259–61
Solow growth model/analysis, 259–61

US economy, long-term growth rates, 169–70
utility functions, and optimal paths, 224–30

Walras-Leontief
or Harrod-Domar production function, 96

study, 48–52

yearly growth rates
first moments of, 163–9

arithmetic and geometric means, 168
convergence toward the geometric mean,

167–9
expected value and variance, 166
from independent identically distributed

variables, 165–6
from normally distributed variables,

164–5
probabilities for intervals of the n-horizon

growth rate, 167
from daily rates, 158–63

continuously compounded yearly growth rate,
161

lognormal distributions/variables, 159–63
variance of, 157, 161–2
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